
WORKPLACE EFFICIENCY 
RICOH SMART INTEGRATION

MFP CLOUD SERVICES
Connect your RICOH multifunction printer or smart device to the most 

popular cloud services. (Google, Microsoft, Dropbox, Box, and many others).
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Google Drive

Office 365

Dropbox

DocuWare

Captio

Email Clients

and so much moreand so much more

Compatible Apps
Process automation is essential to futureproof your business 
and increase productivity to ensure business continuity in the 
current changing climate. Which means you have to redesign 
your business processes, make them more agile, transparent 
and less dependant of human resources. 

The goal is to implement solutions that secure and The goal is to implement solutions that secure and enable key 
business processes to run remotely and give your employees 
access to the critical information any time, and from any 
location.

What is it?

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY BY CONNECTING 
YOUR PRINTERS AND DEVICES TO POPULAR 
CLOUD SERVICES AND SHARE IMPORTANT 
INFORMATION INSTANTLY
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Work faster and more cost effectively by 
automating everyday workflows. You might be 
handling invoices, expenses, or working on 
documents as a team. Turn one paper file into 
multiple copies of a shareable, editable, digital 
document.

Improve your workflows
Connect your Ricoh device to a range of external 
cloud services. That means you don’t have to be 
tied to one machine or network to access the 
documents you need. Teams can work from 
anywhere and stay connected, viewing and 
sharing files from their own devices.

Integrate your cloud

RICOH Smart Integration is a platform which provides 
cloud-based apps and document workflow 
integration across devices. Our easy-to-use apps 
connect your Ricoh multifunction printer (MFP), 
products and other smart devices, to popular 
third-party cloud services, so that important 
information becomes instantly accessible.

Connect your devices

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Connect your MFP or smart device to the most popular cloud services. 

(Google, Microsoft, Dropbox, Box, and many others).



Ricoh was a stand-out winner in this category due to the RICOH Smart 
Integration platform, which enables cloud-connected apps to run seamlessly 
on the company’s latest intelligent MFPs and other IoT devices.

Buyers Lab, the world’s leading independent evaluator of document imaging 
software, hardware and services, selected Ricoh based on its work at the 
forefront of the evolving MFP ecosystem. 

BLI PaceSetter Award in the MFP 
Cloud Ecosystem Arena 2019-2020
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SAVE VALUABLE TIME
RICOH Smart Integration will help your work to be more efficient enabling 

you to have more time away from the office. 

Store my scanned documents in the cloud
Print Documents from anywhere

DELIVER TRUE DIGITAL PRODUCTIVITY
Just because a workflow is made to be digital doesn’t make it efficient. A manual digital process can end up 
having many “moving parts” and more touch points — creating chances for human error.

At Ricoh, At Ricoh, we accomplish true productivity with automation that is intelligent, repeatable and reliable — 
helping you reduce the burden of manual data entry and manual file routing. Our easy-to-use workflow 
apps connect your RICOH multifunction printer (MFP), and smart device to popular third-party cloud 
services, so that important information becomes instantly accessible and ready to use and share.
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